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Education Durham - Guidance for Medium Term Planning 

 
Geography 

 

Key question for the unit 
We’ve got it all! Why is the North East special? 

Year group - 3 

What do we intend pupils to know at the end of this unit of work? 
 
Knowledge of locations, places, their features human and physical, processes and key terminology: pupils will develop their knowledge 
of human and physical geography by looking in depth at one region of the UK – The North East of England. Pupils will be able to identify the 
region and component counties on maps across a variety of scales – moving from global/continental/national down to England. Pupils will 
identify key features to include types of settlement and land use, cities, rivers, hills, port, forest, valley, towns, harbour, and beach in the region.  
There is a special focus on economic activity (what is made in the region) in the human geography element and rivers for the physical geography 
elements of the unit. 
Understanding of geographical similarities and differences, interactions of people, processes and places: pupils will develop knowledge 
of the varied human and physical geography of the region.  
Working like a geographer: using geographical information from OS maps, information texts, photographs and fieldwork 
Working like a geographer: use of fieldwork and geographical skills- pupils will be developing their field work knowledge via new methods 
of collection and undertaking fieldwork beyond the local area.   
 

The Big Picture/ Rationale  
This unit contributes to the unique local dimension to the County Durham Geography Framework, building on the local knowledge pupils have 
developed in KS1 and giving a regional case study depth to the work on the geography of the UK during year 3. It moves case study from a 
small area focus to a region and prepares pupils to compare a region of the UK with a region of Europe (Bay of Naples in Y4) and a region of 
North or South America in Y6 (Sao Paulo). This unit reflects the personal geographies approach suggested by GA research. 
The unit looks at the human and physical geography of the region by giving an overview of key human and physical features and then some 
depth via two mini case studies. The unit introduces new knowledge around rivers that will form the basis of the study of physical processes that 
shape the landscape in Y5 and the idea of economic activity that will be further developed via the ‘Food’ unit in Y5 and ‘Fantastic Forests’ in Y6. 
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Subject vocabulary 
County, region, hills.  
River, stream, tributary, source, mouth, flood, estuary, current, erosion, flow, deposition. 
Energy, power, transport, employment, resources. 

Prior knowledge 
Countries  
and capitals of the UK, UK towns and cities, county knowledge. 
Basic human and physical features 
Pupils will have very different levels/ types of regional knowledge. This should be built upon. 
 

Likely misconceptions (Please add to these and pass to the coordinator) 
The construct of region is tricky – may be confused with counties or even country.  
Many pupils have no idea of the scale of the North East region or the variety of landscape, economic activity or types of settlement. 
 

Links and background knowledge for teachers 
Four counties form the North Eat region – Cleveland, Tyne and Wear, Durham and Northumberland. The region includes areas of lowland 
farming, dales and high moors; The West of the region is bounded by the Pennines, to the East the North Sea.   
The North East has an oceanic climate and the temperature varies less than in the South of England.  
There are 4 national parks, 4 AONB and 126 miles of heritage/ protected coastline. 
Information on rivers and river features can be found at   https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zb39jxs 
Information about renewable energy  https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/ztxwqty 
A useful resource is the North East from Above book by Warren and Sasitorn 
 

Possible fieldwork links 
See examples in the planning - rivers section 
Depending on the school’s location, there may be possible field visit to a factory or other producer. 
 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zb39jxs
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zb39jxs
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/ztxwqty
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/articles/ztxwqty
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Suggested lesson questions and learning activities 
 
What do we know about the North- East region of England 
Focus: to establish what pupils already know about the region and introduce some of the key vocabulary for the unit. 
Getting started:  Share a series of North East   place names, key words and or images with pupils – can they see what they have in common?  
(Suggestions – Sunderland, High Force, Angel of the North, Durham Peninsula, Hadrian’s Wall, Middlesbrough Transporter Bridge, Hartlepool 
Nuclear Power station, Bamburgh beach) 
Discussion around the class to find out what people already know about the region. Teachers may want to summarise this.  
 
Developing new knowledge 
The North – East Region of the UK is made up of the areas of County Durham, Tyne and Wear, Northumberland and Cleveland. There are three 
cities in the region – Durham, Newcastle upon Tyne and Sunderland. Pupils need to locate these areas on a map of the UK – it can be helpful to 
lightly shade in the North East region and add N/S/E/W to the map.  
What lies on the Northern border of the region? What lies to the south of the region? What sea lies to the east? Using an atlas add further detail 
to the region on the map to include the three cities in the region, the airports, the three key upland areas – Cheviots, Cleveland Hills and the 
Pennines. 
 
Network hint: A class wall map can be very useful here showing the region and building up over time. Photographs of the human and physical 
features mentioned can then be added to the regional map.  
 
What are some of the main human and physical features of the North East?  
Focus: distribution of some of the main human and physical features – adding depth to range of features studied. 
Suggested resources: Gather from the internet a group of photographic images, mix the perspectives and give the name and location of the 
feature. Suggested places to include:    East Durham coast, Derwent reservoir, High Force, the A1, Hamsterley Forest, MetroCentre, Port of 
Tyne, University, upland sheep farm, wind farm, Hartlepool Nuclear power station, Hadrian’s wall, Cleveland Hills. 
 
Getting started:  Can pupils come up with a title for each photograph. What is going one? Human or physical feature? 
 
Developing new knowledge: categorising information into human physical features.  Pupils are given a variety of aerial photographs to show 
contrasting areas within the region. Can pupils sort into human and physical features. Pupils then use the photographs to produce a table to 
show the human features of the region and physical features of the region.  
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Pupils then annotate 2 of the photographs (select contrast of human and physical features) and describe their location within the region (North, 
South, East, West) 
Write two paragraphs to describe what the photographs tell us about life in the North East? 
This should be a supported judgement and make use of details from the photograph.  
 
What does the North East look like on a map? 
Focus: to develop knowledge of different types of maps and skills of using OS maps – symbols, relief and grid references.  
Suggested resources: Digi maps or the Landranger maps of the region 
Getting started: Provide each table with some examples of different types of maps of the region. Can they decide which map they would want 
for different purposes?  
Developing new knowledge: show the class the OS Landranger map or similar for the region. Pupils enjoy seeing how large this is when 
unfolded! Discuss at a very simple level scale and the need for symbols to show things on a map. Launch a map investigation challenge or 
similar. Give each group one area of the regional map to investigate. Pupils will need a copy of the key to use alongside the map.  
What can you find in the area? Give the grid reference for three of the features you have spotted. 
Is the land flat or hilly? 
Is there a river? 
Is there a coast? 
 
What is made in the North East of England? 
Focus: key features of the human geography of the region - economic activity 
Suggested resources: Use the ‘Made in the North East’ table included at the end of this planning or a similar resource.  
Getting started: Use some information about what is made/ grown or produced in the areas closest to school. What else do pupils think might 
be made in the North East region. 
Developing new knowledge: Give pupils the Made in the North East Table, explain that this is just an example, there are many other things as 
well. Pupils are going to undertake some independent research about one or more of the items made/ produced in the region. Set the 
parameters for the knowledge you want pupils to find or provide pupils with some newspaper reports about industry in the area. This is a very 
positive opportunity to link to aspiration and careers education.  
Produce a class report showing where different things are made/ produced. Pupils might be able to find out how many people are employed in 
different industries in the North East, think about the transport links needed or the raw materials needed.  
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What do we need water for and where does it come from – the water cycle (Suggested lesson if not covered in the Science Curriculum 
already) 
Focus: the water cycle  
Suggested resources: https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/weather/weather-for-kids/water-cycle 
Getting started: revisit some of the industries discussed in the last lesson, how many of them use water? What else do we use water for. Can 
pairs of pupils make a list? Revise or speculate, where does our water come from. 
Developing knowledge: there are a huge array of water cycle resources available on the internet. Teachers will want to select the most 
appropriate for their class 
 
 
Where do the rivers of the North East start and finish?  
Focus: the main rivers of the region and their courses. 
Getting started: Can pupils recall any of the name s of the region’s rivers? Use the ‘map from memory’ strategy to reactivate the knowledge. 
Give each group a map showing the rivers of the region, without the names of the rivers. Place a large map this time with the names of the rivers 
outside the classroom. Each group can send one person at a time to gather the names of rivers. Let this run for about 4 mins. Then show the 
map to the whole class and let them check and amend the map.  
Developing new knowledge: give each group one of the region’s major rivers to investigate. They need to find the source, course and mouth of 
the river and add this to a base map of the region. They should add any hills, towns or other features they find. Remember to add labels, a key, 
North and a title.   
Network hint: A great interactive option can be found at https://www.wwf.org.uk/uk-rivers-map 
 
 
What do we see on a river’s journey to the sea? 
Focus: the main parts of a river; river source, tributary, river basin, channel, course, meander, waterfall, river mouth. 
Suggested resources: Use the material adapted from the Royal Geographical Society included at the end of this planning. 
(Teachers may find the River songs on you tube produced by some A level pupils useful here) 
Getting started: What can pupils recall about the rivers they looked at last time? What did the rivers have in common? Explain that most of the 
water that falls on the land as rain, eventually finds its way onto a river. Although rivers differ in many ways, they all have similar features.  
Developing new knowledge:  As a whole class, look at a labelled diagram of the journey of a river from source to mouth. Then use the 
photographs of the features of rivers to match to the correct labels. (All at the end of this planning) 
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Network tip: We used the RGS information to make a labelled model of the journey of a river. You can also find great ideas for ‘river in a box’ 
 

      Source: Pinterest 
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What can we find out at our local river? Ideas for a fieldwork visit to a local river. 
All fieldwork must be accompanied by a thorough risk assessment. You can find advice and up to date guidance via the Field Studies Council 
website. 
Suggested river fieldwork with focus on physical features. 

• Keep your investigation title tight. (The Durham team can advise on this) 

• Ensure river is shallow and slow flowing.  Ensure access is safe. 
Example: Do rivers increase in speed downstream? 
Ideal location: small local river/stream no deeper than welly height. 
Data to collect: river velocity at 5 different sites. 
Method: measure a 10m stretch of river using a long tape. 
Place an orange or cork at the start and record with a stopwatch how long it takes for the orange to travel the 10m. 
Repeat 3 times, recording the results, work out the average time. 
Repeat this at four other locations. 
 
Record on a simple table. 

 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Average 
Time 

Velocity 

Site 1      

Site 2      

Site 3      

Site 4      

Site 5      

 

− Complete a simple labelled field sketch of the location 

− Annotate an OS map to show stretch of river measured 

− Take and annotate photographs 
Plot result on a simple graph. 
Evaluate what we did. 
Other possible questions: 
Is the river always the same width? – measure at different points 
Is the river always the same depth? – cross-section measurement 
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What makes the North East of England a special place to live? 
 
Pupils recall the key physical and human features that have resonated with them through the unit.  
Set up an extended writing task – the class has been commissioned to write the information panels for a new visitor’s centre for people coming 
to the North East. This can be set up as individual or group writing of the information panels. Each pane should include a map, an annotated 
photograph as well as some written information. 
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Made/Grown/Produced in the North East 

 

Chemicals 

at Billingham 

Fizzy drinks  

at Hexham 

Steel 

at Redcar 

Cakes and pies  

at Newcastle 

Aluminium 

at Blyth 

Trains 

at Newton Aycliffe 

Computer software 

at Newcastle 

Cars 

at Sunderland 

Ice Cream 

at Northallerton 

Grain 

at Berwick-Upon-Tweed 

Fish 

in South Shields 

Renewable Energy 

at Newcastle 

Wool 

in County Durham 

Tractors 

at Birtley 

Cheese 

in Northumberland 

Solar Panels 

in County Durham 

Nuclear Power 

In Hartlepool 

Clothing 

In Jarrow 
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The Journey of a River – Based on information from the Royal Geographical Society 

Fresh water can be found on the surface of the Earth as rivers or lakes. Rivers shape the landscape 

and impact of the lives of people who live nearby.  

Rivers all have very similar features.  

Features of rivers 

Source The point at which a river starts. 

Upper course     The first stage of river, often located on high ground. 

Waterfall:           A place where the river has not been able to cut all the way through the rock 

Middle course  The  second stage of a river, where the land is flatter and the river wider. 

Lower course  The land is flat, and the river is at its widest. 

Channel The river bed and banks in which water flows. 

Tributaries Small streams that join the larger river. 

Meander The natural bend in a river. 

Oxbow lake A section of a meander that becomes isolated from the main river channel and 

eventually dries out.  

Mouth  The point where the river ends. 

Estuary  In the lower course, where the river meets the sea. 
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Journey of a river - labels 

Upper course 

Middle course 

Lower course 

Source 

Mouth 

Flat land 

Meanders 

Estuary  

The sea 

Narrow channel 

Wide channel 

Water fall 

 

 

 

 


